We have measured the ruby R-line fluorescence lifetime to 130 GPa in a nonhydrostatic environment. We observed a rapid, nonlinear increase in the lifetime with increasing pressure. The lifetime data are fitted to a theory relating the transition rate to parameters obtained independently from measurements of high-pressure ruby spectra. We discuss the R-line fluorescence intensity in terms of a rate-equation analysis of a model ruby three-level system. We conclude that the excitation mechanism of observed R-line Auorescence at very high pressures is likely to be different from the mechanism at ambient pressure.
I. INTRODUCTION
The efFects of pressure on electronic structure are easily studied in ruby (Alz03:Cr +), a system in which the electronic structure is well described at ambient pressure by ligand-field theory. ' In high-pressure diamond-anvilcell research, the ruby R & fluorescence frequency shift is the most commonly used method of pressure determination. An understanding of the high-pressure spectroscopic behavior of ruby is necessary for understanding the ruby fluorescence pressure scale at very high pressure. In this paper we report on measurements of the Rline lifetime up to 130 GPa and discuss the Auorescence intensity of the R lines at high pressure. Previously, the R-line lifetime has been measured to 7 and 44.2 GPa.
In our preceding paper (hereafter cited as I) we reviewed the electronic structure of ruby, including the notation used for energy terms and transitions between terms.
The following discussion makes use of the notation, the scaling-theory fits to the line shifts of ruby, and some of the data presented in I.
II. FLUORESCENCE MECHANISM
The radiative transitions between energy terms in ruby (see Fig. I in I) are primarily electric dipole in nature.
In the cubic approximation, however, electric-dipole transitions are parity forbidden, since all energy terms have even parity and the dipole operator, P = -e g, r;, has odd parity.
Transitions from doublet states ( E, T"T2) to the ground state ( A2) are spin forbidden as well. The trigonal distortion and the spin-orbit interaction, which are treated as perturbations, relax the parity and spin selection rules slightly. Mixing of the quartet states ( T2, T, ) with odd-parity states, arising from the lack of inversion symmetry caused by the trigonal distortion, relaxes the parity selection rule. The spin selection rule for doublet states is relaxed by mixing with the quartet states via the spin-orbit interaction (see Fig. 2 in I). Fig. 3 . These data show that for powers between 10 and 100 mW the region in which our lifetime data shown in Fig. 2 were taken, the pump-laser power did not affect our lifetime Ineasurements.
IV. INTERPRETATION
The observed pressure dependence of the r-state lifetime is explained by the pressure dependence of the r-line oscillator strength. The lifetime is the reciprocal of the decay rate, which is proportional to the square of the transition matrix element, &rlPlg&, where P is the electric-dipole interaction. As mentioned earlier, however, the r~g transitions are both spin and parity forbidden. The spin selection rule is relaxed by mixing of the r and u states ( E, T"and Tz states; see Fig. 2 Fig. 4 .
We observe that this fit gives an upper bound to our measured lifetimes. This is to be expected because the values for ( V") we used were obtained from quasihydrostatic rubies while the lifetimes we measured were on rubies in a nonhydrostatic environment.
From the measurements of the R 3 line in a nonhydrostatic environment [Fig. 9(b) of I] and the R 3-line-center calculation [Fig. 5(a) of I], we obtained the nonhydrostat- Fig. 4 , which is seen to be a lower bound on our measured lifetimes. By bracketing the values of~( V")~f or nonhydrostatic ruby we also bracket our lifetime data. Finally, we calculated the expected lifetime for each nonhydrostatic data point shown in Fig. 5 . These points are also shown in Fig. 4 and closely approximate our lifetime data, including the scatter at high pressure. We conclude that the measured lifetimes are well described by a model in which the parameters AE""and~( V")ã Rrg nr ng =R"sn"+R"n"PR"nn"+n"+n =1, where n; is the population in state i, R; is the transition rate from state i to j (i, j represent the states u, r, and g), and P is proportional to the pump-laser power. In steady state we have, At pressures above 100 GPa, the ruby R-line Auorescence efficiency has been observed to decrease rapidly. ' Using rate equations in the three-level system shown in In ambient-pressure ruby R""))R", ' and for large P, PRs"))R"s (power saturation), the Auorescence intensity will be inversely proportional to the Auorescence lifetime (r= 1/R"s). Thus, as the lifetime increases at high pressure, the maximum attainable (power saturated) ruby r line fluorescence intensity will decrease. As was seen above, quasihydrostatic rubies have longer lifetimes than nonhydrostatic rubies, and thus, at high pressure quasihydrostatic rubies will be more difficult to measure than nonhydrostatic rubies.
The ruby fluorescence intensity may decrease at high pressure for several reasons in addition to the increased fluorescence lifetime. The most important of these is the rapid decrease of R "at our pump-laser wavelength as the u band moves to higher energies. We have calculated the absorption of the Tz state (U band) for three laser wavelengths (458, 488 , and 514 nm) using the quantummechanical SCC model and our scaling-theory U-band 6t from I. The results, which show a decrease in 458-nm absorption of 5 orders of magnitude at 160 GPa, are given in Fig. 6 . With this drastic decrease in Rg", power saturation (PRs"))R, g) will be dificult to achieve at high pressure. As the u state shifts to higher energy, R"" will also decrease at high pressures and could contribute to a decrease in the R-line Auorescence intensity, although it seems unlikely that R""will ever be less than R g Still another mechanism that could contribute to a reduction in the R-line intensity at high pressure is an increase in R"due to radiative transitions.
There are severa1 possible strategies to combat the decrease in R ". First, the U band could be excited with shows that even in the power-saturated case the ruby fluorescence intensity mill decrease due to the lifetime increase. We suggest that hydrostatic ruby will be more dif5cult to measure at high pressure than nonhydrostatic ruby. The U band, which is the excitation level at moderate pressures, rapidly shifts to higher energy so that at very high pressures the excitation mechanism of the observed Auorescence is unlikely to be the same as at ambient pressure. We suggest that the excitation level of the observed fluorescence at ultrahigh pressure 2' is likely to be the zTz (8 hnes).
